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Strong connections and mutual interactions between the vestibular and nociceptive systems are reflected in an early and widely use of devices for vestibular stimulation (e.g., hanging beds) to alleviate pain (Grabherr, Macauda, & Lenggenhager, 2015) . Corroboratory, clinical evidence suggested artificial vestibular stimulation successful in temporarily relieving various symptoms of neuropathic pain (Andr e, Martinet, Paysant, Beis, & Le Chapelain, 2001; McGeoch et al., 2009 ). Yet, only recently, a direct beneficial influence of artificial vestibular stimulation on pain was experimentally demonstrated in healthy participants (Ferr e, Bottini, Iannetti, & Haggard, 2013) . These authors used a strong, unilateral vestibular stimulation induced by irrigating iced water into the left ear. This non-physiological stimulus activates the peripheral vestibular system, induces strong illusory selfmotion and often vertigo (Lopez & Blanke, 2014) and, according to this recent study, reduces sensitivity to heat pain. Inspired by this highly relevant finding, we set out to test whether a similar analgesic effect could be induced by natural vestibular stimulation (i.e., by head/body motion on a chair) contrasting the previously used artificial vestibular stimulation. There are several important physiological differences between the different vestibular stimulation techniques (see Palla & Lenggenhager, 2014) , and, in view of a potential therapeutic use, it is central to understand what aspects of the stimulation could contribute to its analgesic effects. Hence, we intended to extend and complement their findings by investigating the influence of natural vestibular stimulation on heat pain detection thresholds (HPT, see SOM for additional sensory detection thresholds and neurophysiological measures). In order to test whether effects truly relate to the vestibular stimulation or to the sensation/illusion of moving in general, we included visual optokinetic stimulation [i.e., coherently moving dots to induce illusory self-motion in the opposite direction (vection; Brandt, Dichgans, & Koenig, 1973) ]. A visual stimulus with incoherently moving random dots that does not induce illusory self-motion was used as further control condition. Since a direct interaction between vestibular and nociceptive input has been suggested (Ferr e et al., 2013; Ferr e, Haggard, Bottini, & Iannetti, 2015) , we expected natural vestibular stimulation to increase HPT. If the feeling of moving through space rather than the vestibular stimulation itself reduces pain (Lenggenhager & Lopez, 2015) , a similar effect could be expected for the optokinetic stimulations. No increase of pain thresholds was expected for the random dots condition.
